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[00:00:00] 
 
Dowdell was born in Schenectady, New York on October 7, 1961. Dowdell played many 
sports at an early age and excelled in all of them, but he wasn’t introduced to tennis 
until junior high. He liked tennis and his competitive nature in sports drew him to learn 
more about the sport. He liked the idea of tournaments and that it was different than 
team sports played for a school or other organization, though he loved team sports as 
well. Tennis would sometimes become a family affair; his parents and nearest sister 
Joanne would often come to his matches. His Mother, who is from Jamaica, always 
wanted to play tennis but wasn’t able to do so growing up. She supported Dowdell’s 
interest in extraordinary ways. He recalls going to parks and playing with his Mom in the 
twilight hours after others finished playing. [His Dad grew up in southern GA and liked 
sports but grew up too poor to play; he had to work.] Dowdell was a top baseball player 
and during his freshman year of high school he had to choose between trying for the 
Junior Varsity baseball team or the varsity tennis team – but tennis tryouts were first so 
he gave it a shot. While trying out for the varsity tennis team, he accidentally hit the 
coach in the head with a ball and thought he’d never have a chance. Despite that, he 
made the team as the 12th player on a 12-person team -- but he was playing a varsity 
sport as a freshman and that seemed pretty cool. 
 
[00:05:18] 
 
Schenectady during the 70s. At that time General Electric was the major industry in 
town. Tennis was very popular in Schenectady. Racism was present but not typically 
blatant. Dowdell recalls trying to practice with an adult group of top male area tennis 
players who would meet for regular hits -- and even after Dowdell started to beat some 
of the players in tournaments, they still wouldn’t arrange time to practice with him. 
Dowdell doesn’t know if it was overt racism because they had standing weekly games 
and they were all close friends, but the group, with the exception of one person, was 
comprised of all white males. The best player in the group was from India: Inderjit 
Singh. Inder’s brother played on the Indian Davis Cup Team and Inder was one of the 
best players in the State of New York. Singh would win most of the tournaments in the 
area. Dowdell’s Mother lobbied every player to hit with her son to no success except, 
finally, with Singh. Singh arranged for Dowdell to practice with him once a week. As a 
result, they became lifelong friends. Singh also owned a tennis shop – Courtside Tennis 
– and Dowdell would string racquets at his store. Dowdell got better through his 
practices with Singh and by playing every tournament possible. Singh would become 
coach at Union College, so Dowdell started practicing with the players at the college. 
Singh’s wife would create the OTB Open, a stop on the Pro Tennis Tour (the first pro 
event Agassi played!). For a while, it was a stop in the runup to the U.S. Open.  
 



[00:09:33] 
 
Racial dynamic in Schenectady. In the city of Schenectady, African Americans made up 
roughly 20% of the population but most lived in a small area of the city. It was a 
segregated town [as most were, though that term wasn’t often used.] Tennis was not 
popular in the Black community in Schenectady. Dowdell recalls often being the only 
African American in high school matches and tournaments. Dowdell and his family lived 
in a predominantly white suburb of Schenectady called Niskayuna. His parents had 
moved there from Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn when his dad got a job in Albany. They 
choose Niskayuna because of its good schools, but were not aware of the racial 
dynamics in the area. Dowdell recalls that their next-door neighbor was Black but that 
there were very few other Blacks in the surrounding neighborhoods.  
 
[00:11:54] 
 
Tennis was popular in his area and nationally at the time. But in the African American 
community tennis was viewed as a “country club” sport, and not at all popular. Dowdell 
would be given a hard time about playing tennis from some friends. Some African 
Americans viewed tennis as something that Black people just didn’t play. Dowdell 
recalls being aware that playing on the junior tennis circuit to get a ranking required a 
great deal of effort. Kevin and his parents would often drive three or four hours to a 
tournament only to play a first round match (often against the only other Black player). 
And if he lost, they’d drive all the way back home. [In contrast, now players typically 
have many opportunities to play matches during a tournament – even if they lose their 
first match. It required a lot of time and money to play. Gas, tournament fees, clothing, 
sneaks, strings, racquets, etc. Not to mention the time.] His parents supported him 
beyond measure – without their support development in tennis would have been a non-
starter. The challenging limitations of the sport motivated Dowdell to play even more. He 
would go to big country clubs to play and often win against players with far more 
resources to train and develop. This gave him a great deal of satisfaction. He recalls 
beating a top player at a country club in Westchester County who had all of the most 
expensive gear and a group cheering him on, and feeling elated.  
 
[00:16:36] 
 
He got extra satisfaction from winning because competing in tournaments was difficult 
at every turn – and always more difficult for a black player. As a young player Dowdell 
moved up the ranks of tennis rapidly, from being number 12 on his high school team as 
a Frosh to number 3 as a sophomore, and number 1 as a Junior, and, finally, to making 
the semi-finals of the New York State high school championships in his senior year. He 
recalls one summer, overhearing two top players… 
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[00:00:00] 
 
Dowdell recalls a pivotal moment in his tennis career. He remembers playing an 
important tournament in Schenectady, where players would try to move up the Eastern 
Tennis Association rankings. Players were looking at the draw on the fence to see who 
they would be playing. Dowdell overheard a player who he knew, though the player did 
not know him, make an assumption about beating Dowdell and playing someone else in 
a later round. This stayed with Dowdell and bothered him – even though the player was 
right and beat Dowdell easily. But within two years Dowdell beat him and he felt 
ecstatic. Players from the NYC area often tried to intimidate Dowdell. This behavior was 
not uncommon. Dowdell compares this to the culture and mentality in tennis that John 
McEnroe often personified. Dowdell remembers being on the wrong end of that 
behavior many times and not handling it well. He eventually learned how to turn that 
behavior into a positive and it would energize him to play even better. Dowdell’s 
experience as a competitive African American tennis player was not unusual. African 
American players tended to be “lone rangers.” He rarely saw other Black tennis players, 
they had to create reasons to overcome and persevere in the sport.  
 
[00:05:27] 
 
Dowdell imagines that Ashe had to contend with far more extreme experiences on the 
court and off. He remembers Ashe telling him that he got in the habit of hitting every ball 
a foot inside the lines because he knew, if there was a question about a ball, he 
wouldn’t have any recourse. Dowdell mentioned to Ashe and Bob Davis about some of 
the racist behavior that he read about and Ashe said, yes, he had also experienced that 
behavior. Both Ashe and Davis had it much harder than Dowdell, having played during 
an earlier period, from having to find lodging far away from matches, due to 
segregation, or being scheduled to play at challenging times or at new sites that weren’t 
properly communicated. Dowdell mentions that the tennis coach, Dr. Robert Walter 
Johnson (whose tennis court both Ashe and Davis were trained on) had to train players 
to be resilient in the face of all kinds of challenges. He compares it to the training of the 
freedom fighters (during Freedom Summer ‘64) and lunch counter protestors (in ’60, 
during The Civil Rights Movement). 
 
[00:08:58] 
 
Ashe would sometimes say to Dowdell, “That just strengthens my resolve” at the most 
difficult times. This also describes how Dowdell would feel on the tennis court. If 
someone cheated, he would want to win even more. Dowdell played his first tournament 
when he was 14 years old in 1975. He was a freshman in high school at that time, by 
the time he was a junior he was playing in tournaments regularly. Throughout, aside 



from the coach who ran his high school team, he didn’t have coaching or lessons but he 
was a student of the game and received many pointers along the way. He recalls having 
a summer job as an assistant coach in the Parks Department at 15. While he had never 
had a lesson, he had become a fairly strong player by that time. Dowdell did practice as 
often as he could and he would play with Singh. He learned about both life and tennis 
from his practices with Singh. Singh would tell him that even if his technique wasn’t the 
best, he needed to be 100% fit so he could always count on that. Dowdell would make 
sure he was always fit. [Singh would also explain how to “size up” opponents in the 
lobby of a tournament before matches. E.g., by the way they carried themselves and by 
their clothes, sneakers, racquets, etc. That way, you can have an initial strategy before 
the match starts for a player you’ve never seen play.] 
 
[00:12:26] 
 
While a senior in high school, Dowdell made the semi-finals in the New York State High 
School Championships. Dowdell knew that, although he moved up the ranks in tennis, 
he wasn’t a top player nationally so he had no chance to become a Pro. He did get two 
tennis scholarships from leading universities, but he’d be better off focusing on 
engineering and academics since he wasn’t good enough to be a Pro. He decided to 
attend Princeton University. [Though he assumed he’d never make the team, because 
they were #9 in the country, he eventually made the tennis team and became a Co-
Captain, despite being one of the lower-ranked players on the team.] He played junior 
varsity his first two years and he made the varsity team as a rare walk-on in his last two 
years.  
 
[00:15:03] 
 
Dowdell first met Ashe in 1982 when Ashe spoke at Princeton. After his speech, Ashe 
wanted to meet with the Princeton’s tennis players. Dowdell remembers shaking his 
hand. The next time Dowdell saw Ashe was in 1989 at the Doral Golf Club. 
 
After Princeton and attending The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, 
Dowdell was working long hours and didn’t get to play tennis very often. Occasionally 
he would take a break and go to the Nick Bollettieri Tennis Academy to play. During one 
trip there, he connected with a friend, John Wheaton, who worked for IMG. [IMG had 
recently acquired the Nick Bollettieri Tennis Academy.] That summer, 1989, the Newark 
Tennis Project launched, which was a free tennis program for youth in Newark. It was 
led by Ashe and Bollettieri, with Bob Davis running tennis and operations. The program 
got funding from the city of Newark. The project offered tennis in 4 of Newark’s public 
parks – two that were among the most dangerous in “Brick City.” Ashe wanted to make 
tennis available to those who would otherwise not have access to the sport. The first 
summer of the project was a success. Dowdell recalls a story told by Ashe and Davis 
about when the project was doing a clinic at a park and someone showed up with a 
“snub-nosed revolver” and asked them to leave.  
 
[[00:19:58] 



 
They eventually returned to the park with police support from the city. The gun did not 
scare them away for long. They continued the program and it was a success. When 
Dowdell met them at the Nick Bollettieri Tennis Academy (NBTA), they were figuring out 
how to extend the program to become year-round instead of only in the summer. Ashe 
always wanted year-round programs. Dowdell met Bob Davis when playing tennis at 
Bob’s club in Poughkeepsie, New York, so he recognized him at NBTA. John Wheaton 
recommended Dowdell to Davis to help with the Newark Tennis Project. Then, Nick 
approached Dowdell and asked him to be a consultant for the project. Dowdell 
requested to speak with Arthur Ashe before making a decision because he would only 
do it if Arthur was serious about it. Dowdell and Ashe met at the Doral Country Club in 
Miami, FL on a beautiful sunny day. At the time, Dowdell was one of the few Black 
consultants in corporate strategic planning for the largest companies. Dowdell was a bit 
skeptical about Ashe because his image seemed too good to be true. But Dowdell 
recalls having a very open and candid discussion with Ashe for almost two hours. Ashe 
shared how the idea for the program originated, with Nick Bollettieri and Ashe having a 
discussion at the French Open. They thought, if the U.S. wanted to remain competitive 
in tennis globally, it needed to cultivate players from the inner city. Dowdell transitioned 
from skeptic to believer in one meeting! 
 
[00:28:59] 
 
U.S. tennis can’t rely solely on country clubs as a source of players, if they want to be a 
leader on the world stage. When Dowdell asked Ashe how the top players became 
successful in tennis, Ashe explained that high-level success in tennis was usually a 
“family project”. When a family decides to invest resources and “move mountains” to 
cultivate their child, that is when serious success happens. This process is somewhat 
random or opportunistic and is limited primarily to the wealthy, but a systematic 
approach, e.g., establishing large tennis programs in cities, attracting the masses, and 
identifying the best athletes, is a more strategic way to cultivate top players. These 
more systematic ideas helped establish the tennis program in Newark. And Davis knew 
Sharpe James, the Mayor of Newark who was an ardent fan of Ashe and who loved to 
play tennis.  
 
[00:31:01] 
 
Ashe lived up to his reputation as great person – and much more. Dowdell asked him all 
sorts of questions, including how he treated people of lesser means while traveling. 
Ashe said he had a great deal of empathy.  
 
[00:33:50.17] 
 
At this meeting, Ashe and Dowdell got along well. Later, Dowdell called Ashe and 
agreed to join the project full-time. The Newark Project received press so many in the 
tennis community were aware of it. As a result, they received a letter from a postal 
worker in Kansas City who wanted to bring the project to his home town -- and based on 



that single letter they explored Kansas City. Dowdell did not find that approach to be 
strategic but Ashe thought it would in fact be strategic to have a program in the mid-
west as part of their national strategy [and Ashe was right!]. Dowdell was assigned to go 
to Kansas City to develop the program. There was a plan to meet with the mayor of 
Kansas City and other key stakeholders. Dowdell was thrilled to be flying there with 
Ashe. [In fact, so thrilled that he stayed up much of the night, slept through his alarm,] 
and missed the flight. Dowdell had to figure out (in the pre-cell phone era) how to get to 
Kansas City and find Ashe without a copy of their schedule. He was initially flustered 
because he thought he could lose his job. But, when he finally found Ashe and the 
others, Ashe took it in stride and said “I figured you’d catch up with us. Now, let’s go to 
the next event.” 
 
[00:38:53] 
 
Dowdell recalls Ashe not having doubt, gray area or fuzziness about things. Dowdell 
found Ashe to be very clear in his thinking and came to learn Ashe had a certain clarity 
about his life since his college days. In talking to Ashe in the late 80 ’s, Ashe expressed 
that the fight for civil rights needed to be fought every single day. After asking, Dowdell 
learned that Ashe had felt this way about civil rights his entire adult life and that Ashe’s 
foundation for his perspective on many important topics was established early on in his 
life.  
 
[00:42:05] 
 
When Ashe spoke to Dowdell about his thoughts on civil rights, he would speak about 
his childhood and segregation in school, in life, and in tennis. For example, he said the 
American Tennis Association (ATA) was the only place African Americans could play as 
they rose up the tennis ranks. Dowdell feels, if Ashe was alive today, he would still be at 
the front of protest lines to fight for civil rights and that many would join him, due to his 
prominence. Ashe often mentioned TransAfrica and Randall Robinson to Dowdell. He 
would hear about TransAfrica meetings and events that Arthur attended. At the time, 
Dowdell hadn't traveled to Africa, although he was aware of some of the relevant 
international events and news. He didn’t ask Ashe much about TransAfrica but he knew 
Ashe’s work with TransAfrica was very important to him.  
 
[00:46:05] 
 
The ABC program served both Kansas City, Missouri and Kansas City, Kansas. The 
project led to Dowdell’s first visits to the Midwest. Dowdell had to set up a business 
model that was different than the first program in Newark, where the program was 
funded almost entirely by the city government. Dowdell aimed to raise both public and 
private funds for the program in Kansas City. Among many others, Dowdell met with 
Emanuel Cleaver, the Black Mayor of Kansas City, MO, The Greater Kansas City 
Community Foundation, and Jack Steadman, Vice Chair of the Kansas City Chiefs. 
Jack was recommended to Ashe by Lamar Hunt who ran World Championship Tennis 
(WCT). The Kansas City Chiefs were popular locally and Jack Steadman knew 



everyone in town and had a lot of influence. Steadman advised Dowdell that, as 
outsiders, both Dowdell and Ashe would have to prove themselves to win local people 
over. To do this, Dowdell made many trips to Kansas City and developed relationships 
with many, many people. They raised enough money to do a summer program, similar 
to the Newark program in the first year. The summer program was a big success, but 
they needed to raise a lot more money for a year-round program. During a meeting with 
the Greater Kansas City Community Foundation (GKCCF), it was agreed verbally that if 
Ashe came to Kansas City and played a tennis exhibition with the mayor and other key 
stakeholders, then GKCCF would fund a year-round program on an ongoing basis. 
Dowdell was very careful about how he used Ashe’s time, but thought this was an event 
worthy of a trip by Arthur. 
 
Ashe came to play in the exhibition and, at a meeting after the event, the GKCCF 
changed their mind and said “no” to funding the year-round program for no apparent 
reason. Ashe was not at the meeting where they said no, but Dowdell felt that, if he 
were there, they wouldn’t have dared to say no. Dowdell felt completely defeated. 
Although Ashe hadn’t disclosed his illness to the public, Dowdell knew he had AIDS and 
that he had a finite time to accomplish pivotal program goals. When he told Ashe the 
foundation had said “no,” Ashe said, “well, this just strengthens my resolve!” Dowdell 
was shocked. He thought the program would die and Arthur would be frustrated, since 
they had already invested so much time, effort, and resources. Ashe’s response and the 
way he reacted to the (seemingly) bad news, further changed Dowdell’s view of Arthur – 
it also served as a pivotal life lesson for Dowdell. 
 
[00:55:58] 
 
The success of the summer program and the public turnout for the program proved 
there was community support for the program. The postal worker who wrote the first 
letter requesting the program from Kansa City, Robert Harrison, was Dowdell’s partner 
to help jump-start the program. Many who were interested and supported the program 
were disappointed by the funding news. [Robert was incredibly disappointed but said he 
wasn’t all that surprised because that’s how they often operate with the black 
community.] In the end, Dowdell and Harrison kept pounding the pavement, found 
significantly more funding, and ended up winning over the foundation. They ran the 
program successfully for three years until Ashe’s passing in 1993.  
 
[00:59:08] 
 
The mission of the Ashe-Bollettieri Cities Program (ABC) -- the umbrella organization for 
the Kansas City program -- was to “Teach the game of life through the game of tennis.” 
The Kansas City program offered off-court mentoring and life skills discussions. For 
every hour on the court, students spent 30 minutes to an hour in off-court instruction. 
Some of the discussion topics included health care, nutrition, and teenage pregnancy. 
There was also academic tutoring and the coaches were mentors for the students.  
 



[01:02:28] 
 
Parents would serve as volunteers to make the program more efficient and so ABC 
would be more inclusive of the community. They had corporate sponsors and some 
volunteers from the corporate world as well. Ultimately, the program was about love, 
compassion and building trust with kids who often felt they had nobody to trust. 
 
[01:05:11] 
 
Ashe would come for the big events and would always spend time with the students. All 
of the kids would meet Ashe. Ashe was very comfortable and relaxed in a setting with 
kids while Dowdell initially felt more comfortable on the business side of things. Ashe 
always knew how to connect with the kids well. Once, after, Ashe spoke at an event in 
Kansas City, Dowdell asked Ashe if those events were fun for him… 
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[00:00:00] 
 
Dowdell describes a moment at a fundraising event with Ashe in Kansas City. In the 
downtime before the event began, Dowdell asked Ashe how he felt about these types of 
events and Ashe’s response surprised him. He said, “if it was up to me, I’d prefer to sit 
in a corner and observe the social dynamics and behaviors of the people in the room 
than to mingle and attract attention.” Dowdell saw that as an interesting response, 
similar to how an introvert would respond – despite Ashe’s apparent comfort in being 
the center of attention. This moment gave Dowdell insight into Ashe’s underlying 
personality.  
 
[00:05:19] 
 
Board dynamics. Ashe was on the Board of the Safe Passage Foundation. There were 
five Board members, including Davis and Dowdell. Ashe would often say without the 
slightest smirk “I only have one vote” and Bob and Kevin would look at each other and 
laugh or shake their heads in mock disbelief. Ashe designed the program and he was 
the singular reason the program was funded and had a chance to succeed, so his 
thoughts and suggestions carried the weight. Further, Ashe had been considering many 
of the program ideas he presented to the Board (effectively to Bob and Kevin) for years 
and little was accidental for him. Finally, Dowdell and Davis were thrilled to follow 
through on Ashe’s desires, though they would ask questions to help refine the ideas. 
 
[00:09:30] 
 
A highlight, which illustrated ABC program success. Free programs can be risky as they 
can be taken for granted and devalued. The ABC program offered free tennis with high-
quality instructors. The ABC coaches were trained by instructors from the Nick Bollettieri 
Tennis Academy and by Bob Davis who was a Master Tennis Instructor. For example, 
Ajay Pant was an instructor at the academy before being recruited to work for the ABC 
program. Pant was the first City Manager in Kansas City and he helped train instructors 
in Kansas City with guidance from Davis and Dowdell. There were many high-quality 
elements put in place to ensure a strong and high-quality program, including structured 
training, staff evaluations, and parental surveys. ABC programs in both Newark and 
Kansas City occasionally received complaints from country club coaches who said they 
were losing their students to the program or that the ABC students were beating their 
students in tournaments. [Arthur always took special pleasure when he heard the 
country club pros were upset about their players losing to ABC kids who often had no 
resources at home.]. That said, critical measures of success for ABC had more to do 
with transforming student’s lives [by getting them on a path to graduating from HS, 



attending, college, becoming gainfully employed, and, ideally, returning to support the 
program in their adult lives as a parent, funder or Board member.] 
 
[00:14:42] 
 
Arthur, Bob, and Kevin initiated a project in Albany/Schenectady in the summer of 1990. 
Herb Shultz, a businessman in Schenectady, read about what was happening in 
Kansas City and contacted Dowdell, though they had never met, because he wanted to 
launch a program in Albany. Dowdell hesitated to inform Ashe about the Albany request 
because it was his hometown and he didn’t want Ashe to think he wanted a favor. But  
Ashe quickly agreed to explore the opportunity. It was relatively easy for him to get to 
Albany because he lived in New York. They had a meeting with Herb Shultz and some 
of the other local stakeholders where they talked through the details. But Nitty Singh, 
the wife of Inderjit Singh (who had coached Dowdell when he was younger), mentioned 
the challenges of raising enough money in the tri-city area of Albany, Schenectady and 
Troy based on her experience trying to raise corporate sponsorships for the local Pro 
tournament. But Herb persevered and, with support and guidance from Arthur, Bob, and 
Kevin, they were ultimately able to raise the money for a year-round program. Singh’s 
influence reminded Dowdell of his experience in Kansas City with Steadman [because 
Steadman also cautioned Dowdell about how challenging it would be to raise sufficient 
funds in a “small town” like Kansas City – except he knew the Singh’s much better, 
which helped!] 
 
[00:21:29] 
 
They figured out the financial requirements and planned and ran a successful summer 
program. It was called 15-Love. 15-LOVE is consequential as the last remaining 
operating program that was created directly, and personally, from Ashe’s vision. In a 
way, 15-LOVE is a living time capsule with Arthur Ashe’s DNA. The program has won 
several awards and the students have received countless college scholarships over the 
years. A few students from the program also serve on the Board, which Ashe and 
Dowdell viewed as a key indicator of long-term success. 
 
[00:24:22] 
 
Shortly after opening the Albany program, Ashe was forced to disclose his illness. This 
changed his life dramatically and, ultimately, it changed the trajectory of all of his 
programs. Dowdell believes that 15-Love survived because it created its own local 
501(c)(3) and its own economic independence – as an entity that didn’t sink or swim 
based on political/governmental support. Many of the original Board members are still 
on the Board 30 years later, which is astonishing! Dowdell discusses some of the 
business strategies that went into decision making.  
 
[00:28:08] 
 



The transition from ABC to Safe Passage Foundation. Dowdell came up with the ABC 
name (by constructing Ashe-Bollettieri “Cities”) and Bob Davis come up with the name 
“Safe Passage” based on ideas he had in the past to create positive programs for kids. 
In 1990, Dowdell got a call from Nick Bollettieri asking him to be his agent. He said 
“NBTA is represented by IMG but nobody is representing Nick!” – but becoming 
Bollettieri’s agent would have meant giving up his work with Ashe. Dowdell declined the 
offer through his friend, Ted Meekma, who was running most of of NBTA’s business 
operations. Meekma called Dowdell the next day to relay that, if he wasn’t going to be 
Bollettieri’s agent, then Nick was going to fire him from SPF. Dowdell thought that was a 
bit extreme and that he just lost the chance of a lifetime to work with Arthur Ashe. 
Dowdell told Davis and Ashe what Nick said and, as a result, Ashe decided to leave his 
partnership with Bollettieri to create an independent nonprofit (later named SPF). 
Dowdell was thrilled! While he believes there may have been other factors involved in 
Ashe’s decision, Ashe’s decision was immediate and, in part, reflected his high level of 
confidence in Dowdell. Dowdell was dumbfounded. But many challenges needed to be 
quickly addressed such as attaining nonprofit status, ensuring sufficient cash flow to 
meet payroll, etc. but they forged ahead and created a successful nonprofit to be called 
Safe Passage Foundation. 
 
[00:38:08] 
 
In the transition, they had to make some quick decisions: How would they fund it, what 
would their new name be, and what would their relationship be with Bollettieri. Bob 
Davis came up with the name Safe Passage and they figured out a way to work with 
Nick. In 1990, they established a relationship with the Nestlé USA through Ken Bentley 
who was a VP in Community Affairs – and a fan of Arthur Ashe’s. Nestlé USA 
contributed $100,000 based in part on Dowdell investing time getting to know Ken and 
Nestlé USA’s criteria. In order to cement the deal, the CEO and higher-ups at Nestlé 
USA wanted to meet Ashe. Ashe agreed to meet with Nestlé USA in LA and the deal 
went well. 
 
Dowdell recalls the meeting in Los Angeles with Ashe and Nestlé USA in the aftermath 
of the Rodney King incident/LA Riots. The intersection of Florence Ave. and Normandie 
Ave. was the epicenter of the riots. While in LA, Ashe wanted to go to Florence and 
Normandie to see where Rodney King was beaten by the police for himself. They 
arrived in the afternoon to see the infamous intersection. Afterwards, Ashe had a 
meeting with Quincy Jones so Dowdell drove him to Jones' home (Wow!). Dowdell then 
headed back to Florence and Normandie in the early evening so he could take photos 
when the sun was in a better location with his friend, Dorsey James, who lived in LA. As 
Dowdell crossed the street to seek the right camera angle, the police started to arrest 
him because he didn’t use the crosswalk (though the streets were completely empty). 
The police started questioning him and gave him a hard time. At one point there were 
about 4-5 police cars and another 4 or 5 motorcycles [because they were circling the 
neighborhood and nothing else was going on)] Dowdell was worried; it was getting dark, 
there was a curfew, and he was far from home. Just when a CNN van started to pull 
over to see what was going on, the officer who was checking Dowdell’s ID came back 



his squad car and said he could go because he was from out of town. Dowdell’s heart 
skipped a beat. It was an usual experience to say the least.
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[00:00:00] 
 
The name of the man who wrote the letter that got the Kansas City program started was 
Robert Harrison. Dowdell clarifies that Robert’s original letter was sent to Nick 
Bollettieri. “Teach the Game of Life, Through the Game of Tennis.” Ashe was the first to 
describe the program in this way. Dowdell clarifies that finance was not an 
insurmountable issue when the ABC program transitioned to become the Safe Passage 
Foundation. 
 
Expanding the program beyond the three locations. Ashe’s original vision was to 
expand to have programs strategically located in several cities across the country -- to 
create a national program. A original goal was also to make the U.S. more competitive 
in tennis internationally via ABC. 
 
[00:05:21] 
 
Ashe told Dowdell, at their first meeting at the Doral Tennis Club in 1989, that he had 
AIDS. Dowdell was surprised that he shared such personal and confidential information 
with him so early on. Dowdell took on the responsibility to keep the disclosure safe and 
confidential. In the next year or two Ashe’s health started to decline and it became clear 
that it would not make sense to pursue a big, national program. When Ashe made the 
decision to have the Albany program, that decision was made for convenience because 
it was a short-hop flight from NYC for Ashe. Consequently, there was an unspoken 
sense that 15-LOVE would be their last program.  
 
[00:07:53] 
 
Ashe asked Dowdell to keep the health disclosure confidential. It made sense to tell 
Dowdell early on because, as a long-term strategic planner, Dowdell needed to be 
aware of Ashe’s likely future to properly plan for the future of the program. Also, given 
that Dowdell would be leaving a company to take on the project, Ashe also didn’t want 
to mislead him. [It was an incredibly selfless decision by Ashe to inform a guy he just 
met that he had AIDS back in the late 80’s when it was such a highly charged issue and 
he had so much to lose.] 
 
[00:09:06] 
 
Ashe shared the details of how he contracted AIDS with Dowdell. Dowdell didn’t have 
any fear about contracting the disease from Ashe because he understood the basic 
science. In his fundraising capacity, Dowdell organized several events. Ashe had 
always wanted to have an event with the top African American players together in one 



event. And Dowdell was assigned to organize the event. At the time, Ashe was a 
commentator for HBO so he invited Dowdell to go with him to Wimbledon to meet the 
players and put together the exhibition match. Dowdell recalls being in the HBO trailer 
at Wimbledon – in Car Park 4. During “rain outs” Ashe and Dowdell would do their 
planning. There were four players they wanted for the event: MaliVai Washington, Zina 
Garrison, Lori McNeil and Bryan Shelton. These were all top ranked players (3 were in 
the top 10 or so in the world!). Dowdell was to meet them and persuade them to do the 
exhibition at no charge (expenses only!). 
 
[00:15:53] 
 
They held the exhibition in Newark, New Jersey, indoors at the Essex County 
Community College. The event was successful and they netted a substantial amount of 
funds. It was important to Ashe that events made a profit after all expenses were paid. 
To be an African American organization, you had to be prudent and thoughtful. And you 
HAD to make a profit. Although Ashe’s background was in business, he learned the 
hard way by being involved in a few events that didn’t work out financially. 
 
[00:19:32] 
 
Dowdell went to Wimbledon with Ashe in July of 1991 and 1992. During the rain outs 
they would chat, hang out, and do their planning. Dowdell met people from HBO, 
including Seth Abraham who led HBO/Time Warner Sports, and later he interviewed 
with and received a job offer from HBO, based in part on those relationships. They 
mostly spoke about the program or business. Dowdell recalls that walking through the 
grounds of Wimbledon with Ashe was so special – he could hardly stop from grinning at 
times. Many people would approach Ashe and Arthur would oblige by signing an 
autograph or speaking with them. 
 
[00:24:17] 
 
The African American Exhibition took place in 1992 and it’s the only one of its kind 
nearly 30 years later. In another exhibition, they got Boris Becker and Andre Agassi to 
play. Agassi knew Bob Davis and Nick Bollettieri and he was familiar with ABC. Dowdell 
remembers Becker to be nice and accommodating. He recalls Becker playing against 
Ashe in doubles. Ashe hadn’t played for a few years, but even so he was ready. This 
was in 1992, not long before he passed. Dowdell remembers that, despite his illness 
and not playing, his skill and expertise was clear. [The first time Becker served to Ashe 
(in doubles), he hit a blinding ace on the line at 120+ mph. Arthur thought it would be a 
hit and giggle match but Becker thought of Ashe as a Wimbledon Champion and he 
went BIG. But the next time Becker hit a “kick” serve with heavy spin near line to Ashe’s 
backhand -- and Ashe calmly hit a clean cross-court winner past Becker. The crowd 
went wild!] 
 
[00:30:20] 
 



These exhibitions helped to fund the programs. The biggest corporate supporter of the 
programs was Nestlé USA but there were also individual donors – and many were 
celebrities who knew Ashe. Dowdell also created an event in Washington DC. Many of 
the A-list of the DC-area tennis crowd was on the host committee, including Donald Dell 
who founded PROSERV and who was Arthur’s first and only agent. This was in 1992, 
there was a Wimbledon theme and everyone wore Wimbledon “whites,” drank 
champagne, and ate strawberries and cream. Ashe would hit with many of the 
attendees and Dowdell videotaped part of the event. They netted about $50,000, 
roughly their average for each event. It was harder to raise significant funds in the 
Albany area.  
 
[00:33:14] 
 
Ashe’s public disclosure of his illness made an impact globally and Ashe’s time became 
even more limited for many reasons. Dowdell said there were many similarities but also 
a few differences between Magic Johnson’s and Arthur Ashe’s disclosures that they had 
AIDS, though they were made in a similar timeframe (Johnson’s in 1991 and Ashe’s in 
1992). They both helped to destigmatize AIDS, which was of vital importance in those 
times. That said, Ashe was on the world stage and AIDS was a global disease – so the 
impact and response was of worldwide proportions when he made his announcement. 
Ashe’s time went from being just incredibly valuable to being invaluable and palpably 
finite. Ashe created the Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat of AIDS (AAFDA) and 
the Arthur Ashe Institute for Urban Health with high-profile figures from around the 
world. Ashe ’s interest in ABC never waned, but the higher profile of AAFDA and the 
Urban Institute often overshadowed the tennis programs and ACC 
 
Dowdell describes the journey of the National Junior Tennis League (NJTL) which Ashe 
also co-founded (in 1968-9). The league started with the intention of providing 
competitive opportunities for young people who wouldn’t otherwise play tennis but, as it 
grew, it became more bureaucratic and it was eventually taken over by the United 
States Tennis Association (USTA). By the time Dowdell met Ashe, Arthur had created 
some distance between the NJTL and he wasn’t happy with the USTA. Ashe was 
previously involved in the Black Tennis and Sports Foundation (BTSF), which did not 
deliver on its mission in their latter years, despite the time Ashe spent to try to turn 
BTSF around. Ashe learned from those experiences and applied that knowledge to his 
later involvements with SPF programs. And thirty years later (in 2021), former ABC 
program participants (who are now adults), are still sharing the benefits they gained 
through the SPF programs on social media.  
 
[00:42:19] 
 
Although the programs only lasted a few years, they were impactful and made a 
difference in the lives of many children and families. And now, some 30 years later, 
Dowdell is still seeing some of the results. Even as the world was demanding so much 
from him after his disclosure, Ashe saved room for Safe Passage. And the Athlete-



Career Connection (ACC), which Ashe created to help student athletes get jobs helped 
hundreds of college athletes to stay grounded and pursue non-sports pursuits. 
 
[00:43:58] 
 
Clarifying the Magic Johnson and Ashe’s disclosure. Johnson was primarily known as 
an American athlete and Ashe was on the global stage. The positioning of Ashe in the 
world was different than Johnson’s. Johnson opted to make his public disclosure but 
Ashe wanted to protect the limited time he had left with his family but was forced to 
disclose his story because the press became aware – so he made the announcement. 
 
[00:47:17] 
 
The Athletic Career Connection (ACC) launched in 1991, shortly after ABC began. ACC 
was an idea Arthur had in his mind for many years. Ashe and Dowdell established 
agreements with seven colleges and universities, including Howard University, 
American University, Seton Hall University, Fordham University, and Morehouse 
College. [They also secured corporate sponsors such as Nestlé USA, IBM, and Hyatt 
Hotels whose executives (many who were former athletes) would go on campus and 
speak to the student-athletes – e.g., to share advice on how to get jobs]. E.g., Walt 
Smith, a former football player who became a senior IBM executive, spoke to students 
at Seton Hall about self-awareness, particularly as a Black man. [He gave a funny but 
true story about a corporate interview he had as a college student. He was a 6’6” tall, 
280-pound Black football player and the interviewer was a much older, diminutive white 
woman who barely weighed 100 pounds. The challenge was that the interview room (or 
closet!) was so small he could barely fit in – so he had to be extra reassuring and speak 
with gently so they could both survive the 30 minutes together.] 
 
Ashe attended all of the ACC events. Dowdell recalls a visit to Seton Hall for an ACC 
program where only 7 students showed up (after 300+ students attended the previous 
time). Dowdell was crushed because there were so few students as he wanted to make 
Ashe’s time worthwhile. Ashe went ahead and held the presentation with the 7 students. 
After Ashe successfully pleaded with the students to come down and sit in the front row, 
we (the speakers) sat on the edge of the stage and we had an intimate discussion that 
was arguably more valuable than our larger events. We later learned, to our dismay, a 
student-athlete had died and most of the athletes were attending the funeral that 
evening. Despite this, the ACC event was a big success that was uniquely Arthur. 
Success in the programs, in business, and, more generally, in life is not about the 
elimination of problems, but about dealing with problems effectively when they occur. 
Ashe was great about pivoting when issues arose to deal with problems. 
 
[00:56:56] 
 
The ACC program consisted of presentations and discussions with students about how 
to get jobs beyond sports. They worked with students to get summer jobs. They would 
share the statistics of how few student-athletes would make it into the Pros and how far 



fewer would last more than 3 or 4 seasons. Race and gender were indirectly a part of 
the discussions. If the topics came up in Q & A, they would be addressed. As for gender 
the panel would never be all male but it was quite difficult to find female corporate 
executives who had been athletes. All of the speakers had to be prior athletes.  
 
[01:02:12] 
 
Ashe had many initiatives and programs that were active – and, when he died, they all 
immediately became the responsibly of his wife, Jeanne Ashe – an extraordinarily 
difficult difficulty scenario for Jeanne Ashe at an impossible time. She had to make the 
difficult decision to end operations for most of these activities. Dowdell and team had to 
stop operations on both the ABC programs and the ACC program and it was 
heartbreaking for so many kids, parents, and coaches. It was also heartbreaking for 
Davis and Dowdell who went above and beyond to actualize a few of Arthur’s powerful 
dreams. The programs weren’t self-sustaining without the work of Dowdell to raise 
funds and Davis to lead the staff , despite having a reserve of funds in the bank. They 
retained the Safe Passage Foundation as an entity, but stopped all operations. John 
McEnroe became chairman of the new Board and Tim Mayotte and Ken Bentley were 
also on the Board. Jeanne was also on the Board. Tim called Kevin, who he didn’t 
know, out of the blue and offered to help. SPF gave away funds for scholarships and, 
after a few years, they gave the remaining funds away to UNCF to be used for college 
scholarships. 
 
[01:06:15] 
 
Dowdell found McEnroe to be fascinating. Dowdell would typically run the meetings 
instead of the chair but he would speak with John in advance (or try!) to make sure they 
were in sync. He got to know McEnroe a bit from this experience. Overall McEnroe was 
quite effective as a Board member. He was a realist and his points were well reasoned. 
McEnroe had admired Ashe since he was a kid and he spoke about his admiration for 
Ashe many times. He had a lot of respect for Ashe.  
 
[01:10:24] 
 
Dowdell had a good relationship with Ashe but wasn’t a part of Ashe’s inner circle, 
though he was often kept in the loop after the fact. Ashe would often tell Dowdell how 
long he knew people with great pride when he would see them: “25 years,” “30 years,” 
“since I was kid”, etc. and Dowdell would think “what am I chopped liver?” Dowdell saw 
Ashe receiving an award in NYC just a few days before Ashe died but he didn’t have an 
opportunity to spend much time with him that night 
 
The legacy of Safe Passage. Dowdell speaks to all of the work that was put into the 
programs and the work of building trust with all of the young people involved. In a short 
period of time they were able to successfully connect with hundreds and hundreds of 
children and teens in each of their locations. Dozens of ABC coaches established trust 
with their charges and helped to provide “safe passage” for them to high school, to 



college, or away from paths leading to likely incarceration – or worse. Many of the kids 
and teens were in tough predicaments at home and ABC helped them become 
productive adults despite their situation. Few people understand all of the time and the 
heavy lifting required to gain enough trust with kids to address their social issues and to 
change their trajectory in life. And few understand what is required for a new 
organization with limited resources to accomplish it in just a few short years in multiple 
geographical locations. 
 
Dowdell makes a connection with the current social issues and the protests against 
police brutality. Similarly, few people appreciate the heavy lifting required to change the 
dynamic between black people and the police who are, in theory, paid to protect them. 
Being successful requires being granular, on the ground, and meeting people where 
they are. It’s not just about getting large numbers of kids to show up for an event or to 
check the boxes. 
 
[01:19:00] 
 
Dowdell shares personal stories of Ashe. He recalls in 1990 Bob Davis, Ashe and 
Dowdell arrive in Kansas City for a meeting. Dowdell shares a moment when Dowdell 
was driving to an evening meeting and Ashe asked him to run a red light because they 
were running a bit late. Dowdell was shocked. He didn’t think Ashe would ever break 
the law or ask him to do so. But Dowdell didn’t have the guts to tell Ashe no so he was 
flustered. So he delayed his response by nervously asking Davis what to do. And then, 
just as he felt sweat quickly gathering on his brow, the light turned green to bail him out! 
 
[01:23:58] 
 
Once at a hotel restaurant with Davis and Ashe, Dowdell recalls Ashe intentionally not 
joining Bob’s and Kevin’s discussion about an attractive waitress. When asked about it, 
Ashe said that women in flashy clothes never attracted him. Dowdell was younger and 
single and was surprised at this reaction. It spoke a lot to Ashe’s character.  
 
[01:26:52] 
 
As three African American males leading an organization, Ashe paid attention to their 
physical presence and perception. More specifically, he did not want all of them to wear 
athletic gear -- so Dowdell always wore a suit (even on Kansas City’s 100+ degree 
summer days). Both Ashe and Davis would typically wear athletic clothing to ABC 
events. But Ashe would almost always wear suits to the ACC events. In 1992, while 
driving to a meeting, Ashe asked Dowdell to drop him off because he was “going to get 
arrested.” When Dowdell asked what he was talking about, Ashe matter of factly said 
there was going to be a protest and he was going to be at the front of the line and, 
therefore, he would get arrested and, maybe, cuffed. The protest was for the Haitian 
Refugee crisis. Ashe educated Dowdell on the crisis and Dowdell dropped him off at the 
protest. At that time Ashe was quite frail, but he was fully committed to the protest. In all 



of the time that Dowdell worked with Ashe, Arthur was never a “no show.” He showed 
up for all of his commitments.  
 
[01:32:42] 
 
Ashe and Dowdell didn’t speak of the protest afterwards. While Dowdell was studying 
as an exchange student in London at London Business School in 1984, many years 
before working with Ashe, he saw an ad that said Ashe was writing “A Hard Road to 
Glory” and Ashe was looking for research assistants. So Dowdell put together a 
research proposal and sent it to him. But he never received a response. Many years 
later, after Dowdell had started working with Ashe, he half joking asked Arthur why he 
didn’t get selected. Without missing a beat, Ashe responded, also half-jokingly, that he 
must have made the right decision because it was a best seller! 
 
[01:36:17] 
 
Every time Ashe came to Kansas City they would eat at Gates BBQ. They even became 
friends with the owner, Ollie Gates. When Dowdell and Davis would meet with Arthur in 
New York (often at the Green Kitchen” restaurant), they would often bring Ashe Gates 
BBQ. 
 
[01:39:04] 
 
Dowdell reflects back on the fact that when meeting Ashe early on he was skeptical 
about whether he was as good a guy as the media made him out to be. But Arthur lived 
up to and surpassed those expectations. Ashe would overcome the many obstacles that 
were thrown his way. Dowdell is eternally grateful that he had the opportunity to work 
with and witness Arthur first-hand. Dowdell was also fortunate to be connected with 
Ashe at a time when Arthur was seeking to actualize his programmatic visions after 
learning lessons from his prior life experiences. And Dowdell is grateful that hundreds or 
even thousands of lives were transformed by Ashe and that he and Davis had a hand in 
part of his important life’s work. 


